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5 stunning flyer designs and how 
to make yours soar

FlyPr<:; nrP thP fac;;hinn mnrlPI nf thP print mnrkPtine wnrlrl. 

Undressed, they may look waif thin and pale. But slip them into the perfect design for the occasion and they'll turn heads -
whether they're dressed to the nines for a premier event, or casually for a discount sale. 

Great design makes half the difference 
Flyer design plays a crucial role in its success. Together with your message, the design is what captures people's attention, creates 
an emotional connection and builds enough desire for prospects to want to find out more. Or buy right now. 

Here are five design elements your flyer needs to turn heads and grow your business. 

Eye-catching idea 

Image: Drop Inn Hostel Singapore by Bravo Agency return flyer to hostel for a discount rate 

Whether your flyer is mailed out, handed out or sitting proudly on display, it has a second or two to catch attention. 

lmpactful flyers achieve that with a visual punch - something that helps people instantly grasp what the piece is about. Or, builds 
enough curiosity to read the headline. 

Some businesses using images or artwork that stops people in their tracks, but has no relevance to the idea. It's important that 
the visual also connects to your brand and the theme of the flyer. 

A popping headline and succinct text 
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And instead of wondering about the price of the clothes draped over the model, customers are theorising about the price of the 
product, service, event, etc being promoted in your flyer. 

Here are some examples of how flyer colour can influence our perceptions: 

• Young, carefree people often love vibrant colours 
• Red and orange exude warmth, energy, and excitement 
• Blue and green are calming, natural and trusted 
• Gold or silver foil blocking, varnishing and other amazing print finishes add luxury 

Whichever colours you chose, they should either feature in, or compliment, your logo colour scheme. 

And if your budget doesn't allow for colour printing, you can add a second colour with black, white or a single colour ink on 
coloured paper. 

Balance 

Image: Craft Spirits Festival by Joelfelix.com 

Each part of your design has visual weight e.g. dark elements feel heavier than light ones, big images are heavier than srrall ones, 
etc. 

Balance is about where the elements of your flyer design go. It's that fine line between looking symmetrical and 'neat', and 
something that looks a bit off-kilter or heavy to one side. 

One characteristic of all stunning flyers is perfect harmony of the elements, such as: 

• being easy for readers to spot at a glance and scan quickly 
• excellent use of blank areas without any words or graphics
• smart margins and alignment so even heavy text looks balanced. 

As you can see, many subtle design elements need to come together to create a flyer that's both stunning to look at and enticing 
enough to increase leads and sales. 

Get It right and your flli!]..tedl!y.er can be one of the most lmpactful and cost-effective marketing stars that your business employs. 

If you need some expert flyer advice, design and printi,g help, get in touch with y,our local Sna� today. 
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Quick Print 
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About Snap 
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Website Design 
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Logo Design 
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Email Marketing 
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Digital Publishing 
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